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Stylized facts

MEDIA IS UNDER PRESSURE
Fall in advertising
revenue
¢ Unbundling of classifieds
¢ Web ad revenue low
¢

Loss of ‘good’ journalism
Local newspaper bankruptcies
Rise of aggregators/blogs
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Two  facts

The Internet has facilitated consumer
switching between outlets
There is imperfect tracking between
outlets

The  advertiser’s  dilemma

Wasted
Impressions

Custom analysis of data provided to authors by
ComScore of 30 recent large, cross-outlet campaigns

Traditional  Media  Economics
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The  impression  game

Morning

Afternoon

Outlet 1

Outlet 2

If Starbucks single-homes, it misses impressions.
If Starbucks multi-homes, it wastes impressions.

SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
¢

Perfect tracking benchmark
¢

¢

Switching increases competition, lowers prices

Imperfect tracking
•

Leads to advertiser mixed homing, with highvalue advertisers multi-homing
•

•

High value advertisers pay for “reach” but may duplicate
impressions
Low value advertisers single-home but miss out on some
users
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APPLICATIONS








Blogs
¢

Take up scarce attention without a lot of advertising capacity

¢

Increase advertising prices

¢

Good for outlets as long as don’t lose too much of own readership

Aggregators
¢

Blog effect: take up time, less advertising capacity

¢

Increase switching: bad for advertising profits

¢

May bring consumers who are harder to monetize

Return to high reach (e.g. Facebook) versus loyalty/depth
¢

Reach confers a premium, but also benefits to having loyal readers

¢

Increase switching decreases benefits to loyalty

Paywalls
¢

Induce loyalty, decrease switching

¢

Give competitor advantage of reach, attracting high value advertisers
1
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THE POWER OF WEBSITES

RELEVANCE V. POSITION:
A RANDOMIZED EXPERIMENT IN SEARCH

CTR

Loss in CTR from Link Demotion (US All
Non-Navigational)
13,5%
25,4%

Control
(1st Position)

17,9%

4,9%
6,9%

3,5%
4,0%

(1,3)

(1,5)

Original CTR of Position
Gain from Increased Relevance

21,6%
1,7%
2,1%
(1,10)

THE IMPACT OF NEWS
AGGREGATORS ON INTERNET
NEWS CONSUMPTION
Susan Athey, Markus Mobius, and Jeno Pal

THE DEBATE AT THE FTC:
AGGREGATORS ARE DESTROYING JOURNALISM
Rupert Murdoch
¢

¢

Aggregators steal our content
 Murdoch slammed Google and other news aggregators like Yahoo for
"stealing all our copyrights" with services like Google News.
 Much of Murdoch's aggregation venom has been reserved for Google
News, which aggregates headlines and leads from thousands of
participating publishers. …he has threatened to pull all of his
publications from Google News once they go to a subscription-based
model.

Aggregators’ theft of content destroys incentives to create journalism






¢

Murdoch accused sites like the Huffington Post, which paraphrase and link to other sites’
articles, as “feeding off the hard-earned efforts and investments of others.”
“When this work is misappropriated without regard to the investment made, it destroys the
economics of producing high quality content. The truth is that the ‘aggregators’ need news
organizations. Without content to transmit, all our flat-screen TVs, computers, cell phones,
i-Phones and blackberries, would be blank slates.”
“To paraphrase a famous economist – there’s no such thing as a free news story.”
Huffington: So now sites that aggregate the news have become, in the words of Rupert
Murdoch and his team, "parasites," "content kleptomaniacs," "vampires," "tech tapeworms in
the intestines of the Internets," and, of course, thieves who "steal all our copyright."

Newspapers with strong brands benefit from opting out of aggregators


"I think if you've got a brand like The New York Times or Wall Street Journal, you don't
have to do that," Murdoch said. "You can say 'thank you, but no.'"

See: http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2356538,00.asp http://www.ftc.gov/opp/workshops/news/docs/murdoch.PDF

THE DEBATE AT THE FTC:
AGGREGATORS HELP NEWSPAPERS GET TRAFFIC

Josh Cohen, Google
¢

Aggregators drive traffic to publishers
“Josh Cohen, senior business product manager of
Google News, appeared at the FTC conference later in
the afternoon and defended the service as an effective
way for publishers to get their content to more
readers.”
 “It's about helping people find the information,” Cohen
said.
 He stressed that it's “very, very simple” for a publisher
to opt-out of Google News or customize their
participation by section or Web page.


Arianna Huffington
¢

Aggregators are not “parasites” but the
internet has changed the world of
journalism

“We're not in Kansas anymore, Toto.”
 Thinking that removing your content from Google will
somehow keep it “exclusive” shows a fundamental lack
of understanding of the web and how it works...


See: http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2356538,00.asp

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AGGREGATORS
¢

Aggregators can substitute for the home page of a newspaper


Readers can headlines & read snippets without clicking on articles
¢

¢

Fact: Over half of page views on Google news do not result in a visit to a news
website

Aggregators can complement newspapers

Send traffic to online news sites.
 But would users go to news outlets without Google News?


¢

Changes in the composition of news consumption


Reduces search costs
¢



Decrease concentration of browsing
¢
¢



¢

Makes users aware of new sites, potentially leading to long term loyalty
Fickle readers are less valuable (targeting, etc.)
Leads to lower advertising prices (Athey, Gans and Calvano, 2011)

Decrease visits to news outlet home pages
Change market shares of different types of outlets

Curation role of newspapers declines


Google news is a substitute for newspaper editors in terms of choosing
which articles to highlight for users
¢

Combine human choices, text-based algorithms, and user feedback (clicks)

EMPIRICAL APPROACH
¢

“Natural experiments” identify effect of
aggregators


Shut-down of Google News Spain in December 2014
¢


¢

Following legislation forcing Google News to pay outlets

Introduction of opt-in local news by Google in France
in 2009

Micro data (toolbar browsing)
Observe individual level responses to adoption
 Measure changes in patterns of browsing and
consumption


PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE ON SPAIN
¢

Data:


Approximately 200,000 PC internet users in Spain who went
online at least 10/11 weeks in the sample, and who viewed at
least one news website prior to GN shutdown
¢



¢

Week of change, 5 weeks before and 5 weeks after

Use pre-period to establish user patterns

Questions:




How did users shift their news consumption, in total and
across outlets?
Which outlets gained?
What are implications of aggregators for news industry
structure?

OVERALL NEWS VIEWING

Crown Princess
Cristina indicted on
corruption charges

REFERRAL

SOURCE SHARES: PAGE VIEWS
FOR ALL ACTIVE USERS

ISOLATING THE EFFECT OF GOOGLE NEWS:
COMPARING GN USERS TO NON-USERS
“Treatment group”: Had at least one GN page
view in pre-pd (5013 obs)
“Control group”: No GN page views in pre-pd
Control group matched (exactly, without
replacement) by news consumption (20 buckets)
and internet usage prior to the change (20
buckets). Control group patterns very similar to
all active users.

Findings:
Differences-in-differences estimate:
16%*** reduction in news page views
and 12.5%*** reduction in articles

Article referral sources shares
Google News Users

Former Google News users substitute towards direct navigation and
search, a bit to portals. No corresponding change for Non-GN Users.

TOP 5 OUTLET VIEWING: DIFF-IN-DIFF
# Distinct
Outlets per
Week

Articles

% Change in
Qty
Change in
Share

----

Page Views

-3.5%

6.4%

.03

.07

MiniSessions

% Change in
Number from
Direct
Navigation

24%

20%

25%

% Change in
Qty from
Search

18%

31%

21%

% Change in
Qty from
Other
Sources
Athey, Mobius, and Pal 2015 (preliminary)

CONCLUSIONS FROM SPAIN
¢

Google News too small to have an aggregate impact
Google search is much more important
 Search is especially important for breaking news


¢

Google Spain reveals the impact of Google News on
those that use it


GN shutdown decreases overall news consumption for
those users substantially relative to control group (~16%)
¢

Reductions concentrated on short-dwell articles

GN shutdown increases level (6.7%) and share (7 points on
a base of about 28%) of consumption at top news outlets
 GN users substitute towards direct navigation and search
 GN users different from control after the shutdown.


More search
¢ More small outlets
¢ Persistent effect of GN, or differences in preferences???
¢

INTRODUCTION OF GOOGLE LOCAL
¢

Google Introduced Local News in France on November 2, 2009


¢

Similar introductions happened in other locations prior to this but data is no longer available

Identify signup by looking for a parameter in the URL that appears after signing up

Before
11/02/2009
(allows
personal
input for
topics)

After
11/02/2009
(user can
input
location)

INTRODUCTION OF GOOGLE LOCAL

Opted in
users see
prominent
local content

TREATMENT/CONTROL GROUP
¢

Cannot simply track treatment group over time


Secular trends in news consumption
¢
¢



Individual trends
¢

¢

We cannot simply compare adopters and non-adopters
¢
¢
¢

Adopters are Google news users
More likely engaged news users, heavier users
Engaged at a point in time

Solution



¢

Adopting Google local is a signal of interest in news at a point in time

Goal: find “control” users whose realized outcomes in the post
period provide the best estimate of the counterfactual outcomes
of treatment users in the post period


¢

Local Elections
Seasonal trends in local news consumption

Define control groups on similarity in relevant dimensions just
before the treatment event
See, e.g., Imbens & Rubin

Heterogeneous adoption dates addresses holiday trend problem
from GN Spain

TREATMENT EFFECT ON LOCAL NEWS

Note: Days -3 through +3 are excluded from the regression analysis

MAIN RESULTS: THE IMPACT
NEWS IN FRANCE

OF GOOGLE

LOCAL

¢

Increased Google news home page usage (57%)

¢

Increased local news consumption substantially,
unconditionally (30%) and conditionally on
Google news usage

¢

Non-local news consumption is lifted by increase
in GNHP usage (32%)

¢

More dispersed browsing patterns (16% increase
in new outlets, reduced share of old outlets)

¢

Reduced user reliance on news outlets’ own index
pages (20% reduction in share)

CONCLUSIONS
¢

Aggregators and intermediaries play a large role
Ranking is extremely powerful
 Change in search costs has large effect on user
behavior


Affect advertising markets
¢ Increase total news consumption
¢ Aggregators compete with large outlets
¢



In ongoing work (Athey, Mobius and Pal (2015)), we
also show that social media:
Redistributes traffic to tail outlets
¢ Leads readers to more biased and opinionated content
¢ Leads readers to more emotional and positive content
¢

¢

Google News is small, but Search is big

